-123The Intellectualist (English)
Interpretation of lVlap;ic

*

All scientific theory is eclectic for a scientist tru~es the hypotheses
of his predecessors and examines them by logical tests and checks. them by
observation. By these means he selects what he finds to be valid in each
hypothesis and works them into a co-ordinated system. He 'adds his own
observations and inferences and these in turn serve as hypotheses till they
are verified by independent workers ,and are recognised as true by the
consensus of specialised opinion. I have \'Torked for several years on the
subject of magic both by reading and by repeated observation of magical
operations among savage peoples in the Anglo-'.8gyptian Sudan and have
therefore had occasion to acquaint myself with most theories of magic and
to test tllem by direct observation.
\Jrite~s about magic may be. roughly _divi~ed i~to three school~ of.

.

1
the Intellectual~st, the bmot~onal~st, and the Soc~ologlcal ,
though v.e might include a fourth, the Historical. The constructions of these
schools overla.p and some writers find t;lemselves in all three but a division
of this, kind enables me more easily to define the main viewpoints from
"lhich the subject of magic has been treated and to select the problehls which
we have to investigate. I l"ropose in this lJaper to make a digest, analysis,
and criticism, of what Ttte may call the Intellectualist school of interpretation in England, chiefly represelned by Tylor and Frazer.
~nterpretat~on,

Tylorand Frazer approached the problems of nagic from an intellectualist
standpoint. They considered that primitive j;lan had reached his conclusions
about the efficacy of magic from rational observ2.tion a.nd deduction in
much the same "ray as Dlen of science reach their conclusions about natural
laws. Underlying all magical ritual is a rational process of thought.
The ritual of magic follollS from its ideology. It is true that the deductions
of a magician are false - bad they been true they \'lou1d have been scientific
and not magical - bUt they are nevertheless based on genuine obser.vation.
For classification of phenomena by the similarities v;hich exist bet1</'een
them is the procedure of science as well as of magic and is the first essential
process of human knowledge. 'Ihere the magician goes vrrong is in inferring
that because two things are alike in one or more respects they have a
mystical link betvTeen them whereas in fact the link is not a real link but
an ideal connexion in the mind of the magician. A Greek peasant is quite
right in classing jaUndice and gold together in virtue of their COnID10n
attribute of colour but he is in error in deducing from this common attribute
Vhat· they can react on each other. The African l)easantis quite right in
seeing a connexion betirleen rain falling and 1rJa ter which he has thrown up
into the air falling but he is ~rrong in considering that on acco'Lmt of the
similari ty between the two processes there is a causal re la tionship betlireen
them. A causal relationship exists in his mind but not in nature. It is
a subjective and not an objectiveconnexion. Hence tile savage mist~ces
an ideal analogy for a real connexion.
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Tylor surveyed the facts of lllD.{;ic us a logician. 11a:;ic Vlas to him
"One of the i;jO:Jt llemicious .de'lusio;~1s thatevet'.vexed mankinrl"l but~lt the
same time. he sau tlut i t contain~d a logical scheme of thought \<rhich can
be vlell understood by civilised j;len of the. twentieth century.
"'rhe principal key to the understanding of Occult Science J.S to
consider it as based on the ~:~ssociation of Ideas, a faculty ~Jhich lies
at the VGr'-J found:..tionof hUt1cl.nreaSon, but in no s:rrall degl'ee of human
u.nreason also. l'iD.n,asyet in a Iou intellectual cond1.tion,h:wingcome
to associate in thought those things which he found by.experience to be
connected in fact , proceeded erroneously to invert this action,' and to
col.lclude that association in thought lilUSt involvesii1!i1ar connexion in reality.
He thus attenpted to discover, to foretell, and to cause events by menns
of processes Hhichl1e can no1'[ see to have only an ideal significance. ,12
Nevertheless Tylorpolnted out th.J.t this ideal or subjective as::;lOCiation of phenoruena is not haphazard but rests on a rat ional a./[>reciation
. of the similarities which exist bet"i-ieen phenomena, ull appreciation lJhich
tal~es the form of analogy or SYlilbolism.
lience ne can {;enerally see liLt
once .\Therein the ai1alogy 9f magical symbolism lies, in ·;,h,).t consists the
symbolic2rinciple of flla{;ic, . as Tylor calls it.
"Panciful as these notions are, it should be borne in mincl. that they
come fail'ly under definite mental la"l'l, depending as they do on a 1)rinci1'le
of ideal association, of 'irhich ~Tecan quite understand the nental action,
';;ho1.1g11 i'le deny its practical results!,3.
.
H01Jever, not all symbolism is of this C1.i:cect and obvious Idnd but
some of it eLlbodies assocLLtions "l'l11ich have been arbitra.rily invented to
fill in gaps in the nagical system and never has any ra.tionnl sense or of
vhich the rationalaense had been forgotten.
. Tylor thus implicitly, for he does not explicitly discuss the questions
recognises that the difference bet'crean iJlagic and scie~ce is the difference
betvreen a false association of' phenomena in \<lhich the link is of a subjective,
symbolic, and ideal , nature, on the one hand, and Clll association of
phenomena in 11hich the link is of· an objective, and real nature, on the
other hand. In the same . "T;Tay he does not attellpt to Lii:1ke. a qlear theoretical
distinction between magic and Religion but is content to claim "as a minimum
'. definition ofaeligion, the belief in Spiri tual Beings ii4 and to leave the
rest of the superno.tural to magic.
It is eviclent from Tylor' s treatment of the subject tl;at jle ~ealis~d
that the province of .'~lgicandreligion, thus loosely defined, must continually overlap since there is often a not ion of animism in the .E1?-ter:b,a .
medica of mag:ical rites. That he believed the terms "ere best employed··
lo1i thout too great rigidity is shol'm by his statei.lent ,tllat 1'1hilst d.rea1l1s are
more .properly. treated under the heading of religio~l since they are a·~tributed
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-125to spiritual intercourse nevertheless the aI~ of oneiromancy, the art of
talr..ing omens from dreams by analogical interp:retation,.(e.g, the dream,e of
Jo~eph), maybe treated under the' headll1g of magic • .
Tylorts theory of animism, the substratum of all religious experience,
is typical of his intellectualist bias· in examining the beliefs of p:(~li1i ti ve
man and may be compared \iith his discussion of DlHg.lC when it will be clearer
from an[,analysis of his· treatment of religion how he came to reach his
conclusions about magic than if ,"Te read his views on magic. alone. Tylor
was of the opinion tbat mankind cam.e to believe in the human soul and, by
extension, in the souls of animals and plants and even of objects which
'ie call inanimate objects, through an effort to account rationally for such
phenomena as life and death, waking and sleeping, disease and trance,
dreams and visions,l
His treatment of religious facts throughout t;I.US follo'i'IS the saT,le
method of rationalistic interpretation as his treatment of magical facts.
This is well illu,strated when 11e asks how it .is that mankind has for so long
placed impliCit faith in lithe whole monstrous farrago" of sYIilbolic ma::ic
in w'hich there is no truth whatever, EXplaining the logic of magic,
as Tylor does, by interpreting it as a rational, if mistaken,
inference from natural phenomena, he feels the need to account in a si~\lar
manner for the fact that primitive man did not perceive its falsehood, . ':1e
explains 1I,hat appears to us as unaccountable density of intelligence on
the grounds t;Jat magic is not obviously futile since (1) the arts of hlagic
are associated often with commonsense behaviour; the cunning and knowledge
of the magician achieving 1tJhat his ritual fails to achieve: (2) it is
difficult to perceive the fallacy of the magic art when 1,vhut it sets out
to achieve so o:"ten follows its practice; nature performing what' t.he magic
appears to perform: (3) 1I111e11 a magic rite failc, its failure is not attributed
to tl~ futility of the rite, but to neglect of one of the pl~scriptions or
prohibitions which accompany it:? performance: {4) there are always hostile
forces ativork \vhich rnay counteract a magic rite, rival practitioners iK
particu,lar furnishing a useful excuse for failure: (5) the plasticity ~f
such notions as success and failure all01l1 that what seems to some people
a completefailu:ce may seem to others a comparative or partia'l success.
People everY'Jl1ere find it. hard to appreciatei'Widenceand one .success
outweighs in their minds and me lUories many failures: (6) the vGry ,reight
of authority behind maeical pl'actice forces l.i)~';l1 to accept what adds support
ancJ. confirmation and to reject inst8.!'1ces which contradict its claims.
The two posi ti ve contri but ions rnade by 'rjlor to a study of magic
were the unravelling'of its symbolic prinCiple or its idealocical logic
and his analysis of the causes which have prevented its exposure as a
fraud. Both have the merit that they are oapable of ps;}'chological and
sociological investigJ.tion and can therefore be scientifically rejected.
or accepted, . Tylor t s account also ,in my opil')ion, contaiIied a negative
virtue, a virtue all the more to be commanded when his bias towards evolutionary interpretation of culture is taken, into account. Vlliilst trae?'"':.,
the development of magical and animistic ideas both in the mown chronology
of history and in the logical stratification of cultural types he made no
attempt to build out of his facts a hierarchy of historic stages of L1d.g;'C,
religion, and scienoe, an error into i'fhich Frazer was to fa;Ll. Tylor
contented himself ,1i th demonstrating beyond doubt that whether i1e cQnSider
those cultures whose history we know, and compare the earlier forms of
their cultures with the later forl~ of their development, or if we compare
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-126the more primitive societies in the world, today lfith the more advanced
societi~s, we shall find the S~le broad .statement to hold true, that everylThere·there is magic and religion and science but that in the l.!,1.ter stages
of development or in the more advanced societies magical and animistic ideas
play a lesser part in the thought and behaviour of men than in the earlier
stag-esof development or in the more primitive .societies •. In modern
civilisation they tend to become iq.ealised or to survive. as superstition,
though a tinGe of pessimism suffuses I£ylor' s thought when he consi ders the
human psyche and, its limitations and makes him conscious that nothing
survives l1hich does not spring from deep-lying mental causes whose operation continuesal"lays and may a.t any moment change what al)pears to pe a
languishing survival· into a flourishing revival. lie may perhaps, therefore, pl~esent Tylor's scheme of development in a simple diagranmatic form,
as 1'le may imagine he liquId have presented it himself.
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Frazer added little that was new to Tylor1s brief survey of magic but he
expanded the. salient points of the survey and made a deeper analysis of
theit meaning. Argwnerits implicit in Tylor'saccount are developed as
expliCit theses,illuatrated by a lavi'sh catalogue of examples, by Frazer.
But it FrEizer 11as' built substan.tially on the foundations laid by Tylor
he has also fallen into some. pitS which his cautious predecessor avoided.
\Te 1"1111 discuss his contribution under five headings: (1) his analysis
of thelol7id of magic, (2) his theory of the relationship of magic to
science, {3) his theory' of the relationship of ll1o.g:lC to religion,
(4) his chronological scheme of development of ).ilagic to religion and from
religion to science, (5) his observations on the part played by magic in
poli tical development.
(1) \'/hilst Irylor sholTed tl1.a.t there is. El. false association of ideas
-u.r..derlying the id.e()logy of Magic he did not -then proceed to classify into
tn1ea the analogiesnpon which' it· is based. This task Frazer has ac60mplished
in hi£! . Golden Bough which rightly ranks among the great achievements of
Englisfl 11terat~e and scholarship. ne writes: .
. ~ "l{weanalyse the principles of thought upon which magic is based,
they will: prObably be found to resolve themselves into two: first that like
prodUCes like, .
that an effect resembles i tscause; and, se'cond:, that
things which have' once been in contact 1"1ith each other cOntinile to act on
each other at a dist.!,1.l1ce after the physical contact has been severed. The
former principleniay be called the La1i of S:Lniilarity, the latter the Law
of Contact or Contagion. From the first of these principles, namely the
Law of Similarity, the magician infers that he can produce any effe.et he
desires merely by imitating it: from the second. he infers that 1fhatever

or

he does to a material object loTi11 affect· equally the person ui th whom the
object was once in' contact. ~'lhether it formed part of his body or not.
Charms based on the Law of Similarity my be called Homoeopathic or Imitative
Magic. Charms based on the· La1'l of Contact or Contagion may be called
Contagious Hagic. ,,1
And again he says:
IIIf my analysis of the' magician's logic is correct its hTO great
principles turn out to be merely two different misappliootions of the
association of ideas. Homoeopathic MEligicis' founded on the assoCiation of
ideas by Similarity.
Contagious Nagic is founded on t:re association of
ideas by contiguity. Homoeopathic maeic makes the mistake of assuming that.
things vThich resemble each other are the same: contagious magic cODuuits
the mistake of assuming that things· which have once been in contact id th
each other are all-Tays in contact. 1I2
In other words we TI~ysay that to a European observer all acts of
magiC rest upon oue or other, or both, of two simplemQdes of classifying
phenomena, by the similarities' vlhich exist betueen them and by their. contiguous posi tionin relation to each other. This is a scientific, objective,
mode of classifica.tion but the ideas of objects which are similar or contiguous
are linked in the savage mind by a notion that there is real connexion
between .them. Hence it is thought they have a sympathetic relationship between them Etnd can act on each other. So ]'razer classes t:re t\'TO types of
associat ion under a single heading: 3
SYMPATHDTIC MAGIC
Law of Sympathy
Homoeopathic ~1agic
(Law of Similarity)

Contagious Nagic
(Law of Contact)

Into this scheme of magic Frazer has incorporated in the second
edition of the Golden Bough the notion of taboo as Negative Nagic and he
considers that the basis of taboo is just those two LaloTs of Similarity
and Contaot ~lhich are the invariable laws of magical thought.
The inclusion of taboos in Frazer ' s general theory of magic gave it
a more rounded form and a fuller comprehension of the cluster of facts
which are included in the l'JerforElance of a magical rite. In his own words:4
"For it is to be observed that the system of sYlupathetic magic is
not me rely cOmposed of positive pre cepts : it comprises a very .large number
of neg.J.tiveprecepts, that is f prohibitions. It 'tells you ilot merely uhat
1.
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to do, but .~lSQ: "That to leaye undone f .The posi 1;ive 11recepts are charms:
the negative'f:reC~J?tl? are, ,taboos. In fact the whole doctrme of taboo, or
at all events a largepal'"1i Of it, would seem to be only a special application of sympathetic j,lagic, with its t~lO great lal'1s of similarity and
contact. Though these la"l"lS are certainly not formulated in 00 many Hords
nor even conceived in the abstract by the savage, they are novertheless
implici tly believed by him to regulate the course of nature quite independently of· hUluan will. He thinlcs that ',"I'hen ha acts in a certain vTay, certain
consequencei3 "l"Till inevitably follow by virtue of one or other of these la,"I's;
and if the consequences of. a particular act appear to him likely to prove
disagr~et\.ble or dangerous , he' is naturruly careful not to actin that l'lay
lest he should incur them. In other ,"fords, he absta.Lns from doing that
1f11ich, ~n accordance with his mistaken notions of cause and effect, he
falsely believes ,"lould injure him; in short, he subjects himself to a taboo.
Thus taboo is so far a negative application of practical magic. Positive
magic or sorcery say 'Do this in order that so and so may happen~ ,
Negative magic o;r taboo say ·Do not do this, lest so and so should happen.'
The aim of positive magic or sorcery is to prod.uce a desired event; the'
aim. of negative magic or taboo is to avoid an tUldesirilble one. But both
consequences, the desirable and the undesirclble , are su.:?posed to be brought
about in accordance "l"lith the la,'18 of similarity and contact.::
Thus 11ith the inclusion of taboo in his analysis of magic Frazer
presents . his conception. of the theory.and practice of Fl.agic ll1. the' following
diagram:
~IAGIC

t

--.. . . .

--~·-----t·

Theoretical
(magic as pseudo-soience)

Positive magic
or
Sorcery

Practical
(ma~ic as
art

a

pseudo-

,

Negative magic
. or
. Taboo

vlhen Frazer asks himseJ.fwby the beliefs and experiments of magic are
not at once detected as fraud by the sensible ,savage, he anSi"l"erS by I!'P-ving
one of the several reasons enuuerated by Tylor to account for such
supineness, namely that the end aimed 3t in a luagical rite is actually
attained sooner or later by processes of nature. Hence the ver-J fa;i.lure·
by prliritive man to detect the fallacies of magic is ~. tribute to his·
rational and enCJ.uiring mirld. which is able to obsej:ve that magic rites and
such happenings as rain falling, "l"lind blowing, sun rising; man dying, ha.ve
a teFlporal sequence "l"lhich laay fa:i.rlybe conSidered a cfi.usal sequence~
Hence the primi tive philosopher iIJB.Y point .to .the' evidence of his senses
as proving to any intelligent man that magio is a sensible belief. More~
over it is part of Frazer's argtuilent that the more intelligent minds did
at least perceive the futil.ity of magic •.

(a) The analogy between the basic ideas of magic. and tllose of science
which 1"1"e find merely sketched by Tylor is presented to us as a finished
picture by ]'razer. To him magic represents a 'IJeltanschauung in every way
comparable to the \veltanschauung of scien(;e. Both view nature as "a series

-1?9of events occurri~in an invariable order without the intervention of
personal agency".l In a well known passage Frqz~r has statetl his theory
of the intellectual kinship of magic .to scienoe.
"For. the same' priinciples which the magician applies in the practice
of his art are implicitly believed by him to regulate the operations of
inanimate nature; in other irlOrdS; he tacitly assumes that the Laws· of
Similarity and Contact are of universal application and are not limited
to human actions. In short, magic is a spurious system of natural law
as we 11 as a fallacious guide of oonduct; it is a false s cie nce as well
as an abortive art. Regarded as a system of hatural law, that is, as·
statement of the rules lfhich determine the sequence or even ts throughOut
the world, it may be called Theoretical Magic; regarded as a set of
precepts which human beings observe in order to compass their ends, it may
be called Practical r·iagic. At the same time it is to be born in mind that
the primitive magician knows magic only on its practical side; he never
analyses. the mental processes on Trlhich his practice is based, never reflects
on the abstract principle involved in his actions. Uith him, as ..rith the
vast majority of -men, logic is implici t, not explicit; he reasons just as
he digests his food in complete ignorance of the intellectual and physiological processes which are essential to the one operation and to the
other. In short, to him magic is always an art, never a science; the very
idea of science is lacking in his undeveloped, mind. It is for the philo~ophic student to trace the train of thought which underlies th.6 magician t s
practice; to draw out the few simple threads of which the tangled skein
is composed; to disengage the abstract principles from their concrete
applicat ions; in short, to discern the spuri ous science behind the bastard
art.;"
.
And again:
"Uherever sympathetic magic occurs in its pure unadulterated form,
it assumes that in nature one event folloWs another necess~rily and invariably without the intervention of any spiritual or personal agency.
Thus its fundamental conception is identical with that of modern science;
underlying the whole system is a faith, implicit but real and firm, in
the order and uniformity of nature. The magician does not doubt that the
same' causes will always produce the same effects,' that the performance of
the proper ceremony, accompanied by the appropriate spell, will inevitably
be attended by the desired results, unless, indeed,his incantations should
chance to be thwarted and foiled by the more potent charms of another
sorcerer. He supplicates· ·no higher power: he sues the favour of no fickle
and wayward 'being:. he abases h;imself before no a\'1ful deity.• ,,3
Magic assumes "a sequence of events determined by 1aw".4 Science
differs from magic not in its assumptions and approach to real i ty but in
the validity of its concepts and the efficacy of its art.
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-130(3) Frazer's distinction between magic 'and science by the test of
objective validity clearly will not hold as a means of differentiating·
magic from religion, betweehvlhich Frazer sa,,; "a fundamental. dis:t;inction
and even opposition of principle. ,,1 Magic is to him something different
in kind to religion ald not merely the earliest. phase in the development
of its thought. He differentiates between them in muc};,J; the saw.e manner
as Tylor. Tylor considered belief' in spiritual beings to constitute
religion and recognised' that belief invariably leads to cult. Frazer
stresses the cult rather more than Tylor; othe.rWise their theories are
identical. Religion according to Frazer is:
"A propitiation or conciliation of powers superior to man IlThich
are believed to direct and control the course of nature and of human life.
Thus defined, religion consists of tvToelements, a theoretical and a practical, namely, a belief in powers higher than man and an attempt to propitiate
or please them." 2
.
.
Hence religion assumes that nature is under the control of spirits
and that these spirits can' alter its' course as they please. Frazer contrasts this notion of a plastic and variable nature with the notion of
nature subjeot to immutable' laws as postulated by magic and SCience.
liThe distinctionbet~,eenthet"\"1O conflicting views of the universe
turnS on their answer to the crucial question. Are the forces which govern
the vTorld conscious and personal, or uncbnsc ious and impersonal? Relig;j;on,
as a conciliation of the superhuman pot-vers, assumes the former, of the alternative. For all conciliation implies that the being conciliated is a
conscious or personal agent, that his conduct is in SOQe measure uncertain,
and that he can be prevailed upon to vary it in the desired direction by
a judicious appeal to his interests, his appetites, or his emotions.
Conciliation is never employed towards things which are regarded as inanimate,
nor tmlards persons whose. behaviour in the particula r circumstances is
known to be determed with absolute certainty. Thus in so far as religion
asSUmes the world. to be directed by cOfiSc10usagents vlho may be turned from
their purpose by persUaSion, it stands in fundamental antagonism to magic
as\'lell as to science, both of which take for granted that the course of
nature is determined, not by the passions or -caprice of personal beings ,
but by the operation of iriunutable laws acting mechanically •. In magic,
indeed, the assumption iS'only impliCit, but in science it is explicit. 1I3
Frazer recognises the problem of reconciling this defini tionwith
recorded knovlledge of barbaric cultures in ,,,hich the gods are influenced
by magic or are even themselves magicians.. Are not magic and rel.igion, as
Frazer defines them, in such cases an insoluble compound of ritual and
belief? From his intellectualist position Frazer says that they are not
insoluble for in such cases it is easy to see whether mankind. treats the
gods in the same way as he treats inanimate objects, as subjectto;his
spells which they are bound to obey through the same immutable la\'VS as
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regulate all natural and magical causation, or whether mankind
admij;s thei:r absolute control over nature
and tries to conciliate or
propitiate
them
in'
consequence
of
his
belief
in their pow'ers.
.
. -.
,
"
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(4) , But it is not merely in their philosophies and in their modes
of attempting to control nature that magic and religion are different.
They belong to different strata in the history of human development and '
~'1here we find that they have amalgamated we may regard this overlapping
of one stage on to the other as being" in no semseprimitive and w'e may
conclude that' 11 there was a time ''lheh man trusted to magic alone for the 1
satisfaction of such \'Wants as transcended his immediate animal c:r-avings."
For this startling conclusion, borrowed from Jevons, Frazer gives uS three
reasons. Firstly he claims that magic is logically more primitive than
religion, and may therefore be fairly considered to belong to an earlier
stage in the development of thought, since the simplest recognition of
Similarity or contiguity of ideas is not, so cOmplex .as, the conception of'
personal agents, even aniinals being supposed to' associate the i(1eas' of
things' "Ihich are like each other or vlhich have been found together in
their experience, while no one attributes to the brutes a belief in
spiritual. agents. To this purely deductive argument Frazer adds a second
and inductive observation. He claims that among the aborigines of Australia,
.

'

.

.

"the rudest savages as to whom vIe, possess accurate' information, magic is
universally practised, whereas religion in the sense of a propitiation or
conciliation of the highest powers seems to be nearly unknown. Roughly
speaking, all Blen in Australia are magicians, but not one is a priest;
everybody fancies he can influence his fellows or the course of nature by
sympathetic magic, but nobody dreams of propitiating gods by prayer and
sacrifice. 112
"
,
It is not, therefore, unreasonable, says Frazer, to deduce from the
fact that the most backward culture in the world is prolific in magic and
barren in religion that all other races have advanced to their higher
cultural posi i;ion through the same historic, stages of development from
magic to religion and he asks "Ihether the recorded facts from Australia
do not justify the query that li jlist as on the' material si.de of human
culture there has been everywhere an Age of St<?ne~ S? on 1;he intellectual
side there has everywhere been an Age of £'Iagic?" • .J
His third argument, in favour of the priority of magic asserts that
since we find everyllhe:r-e an, enormous variation in tre forms of religious
belief while the essence of magical belief is alwaYs the same we may
assume that just as magic represents a substratum of belief in civilised
communities whose upper social elements are busied ,d th s,ome one or other,
of the multitude of religiOUS creeds so it represents asvlell an earlier,
mOre primitive, phase of thought in the history of the hUllian race in which
all IDEm held the same magical faith.
"This universal faith, this truly Catholic creed ,is a belief in
the efficacy of magic. Hhile religious systems differ not only' in
different countries, hut in the same count:ry in different ages, the system
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-132 of sympathetic magic remains ever~flhere and at all times substantially
alike in its principles and practice. Among the' ignorant and superstitious
classes of modern Europe it is very much tvhatit was thousands of years ago
in Egypt and India, and what is now among thelmvest savages surviving in
the remotest corners of the, "l'J"Orld. If the test of truth lay in a show of
hands or a counting of heads, the system Of magic might appeal, with far
more reason truin the CatholiC Church, to the proud motto,. ~If@od semper,
guod 'i.lbigue. guod ab omnibus," as the sure and certain credential of its
own infa,lli bility. tI I.
.
Frazer then proceeds to enquire about the process of mental change'
from an exclusive belief in magic to a belief in religion. also. He
thinks. that he can do no more than "hazard a more or less plausible
conjecture" abou,tthis change ,in orientation of, belief •. This conjecture
is that the 'shrewder intelligences began tasee that magic 'did' not really
accomplish "l'lhat it set out to accomplish and fell back on the belief, that
there were beings, like themselves " who directed the' course .of nature and
"I',ho must be placated and cajoled into granting man what he had hitherto
believed himself able to bring abou~ throughmagic.on his
initiative.

mm

"The shre\V'der intelligences must in t:ime have come to perceive that
uagical ceremonies and incantations did not really . effect 'the rel3ti1 ts . ' ..
"I',hich they. "I',ere designed to produce, and which the maj ori ty of their simpler
fellows still believed that they did actually' produce. This great discovery
of the in-efficacy of magic must have lV'ro'ughta' radical thO~lgh probably
s;I.ow revolution in the minds of those who had the sagacity toruake it.
The,discove'ry amounted to this" that men for the first time recognised
their inability to manipulate at pleasure certain natural forces which
hitherto they had believed to be completely ...'ithin their control. It was
a confession of human ignorance and weakness. I'fan Sal'l that he ,had taken
for causes. what were no causes, and that all his efforts to !-rork by means
of these imaginary causes had been vain. His painful toil had been wasted,
his curious ':i.ri~nuity had been' squandered to no purpose. He had 'been
pulling at strings to which nothing was attached; he had been' hlarching,
as he thOUght, straight to the goal, vdiile in reality he r..ad only been '.
. treading in a narrow' circle. Not that the effects which he had striven
so hai~d to produce did not continue to manifest themselves •.. They were
still produced, but not by him. The rain sti·ll fell on the thirsty
ground: . the sun still pursued his daily, and the moon her nightly' journey
across 'the sky: the silent procession of the seasons st ill moved in light
and shadow, in cloud and sunshine across the earth: men were still born
to labour and sorrow, and still, after a brief sojourn here,iiJ'ere gathered
to their fathers in the long houle hereafter. All things indeed went oil
as be.fore, yet all seemed different to him from whose eyes the old scales
had fallen. For he could ;no longer cherish the pleasing illusion that it
w'as he who guided the earth and the heaven in their courses, and that they
v,ould cease to perform their great revolutions were};le to .take his feeble
hand from the \"heel. In the death' of his enemies and his friends he no
longer saw. a proof of the resist less potency of his own or of hostile'
enchantments; he now knew that friends and. foes alike had succumbed to a
force stronger than any tha::f; he 90ufd wield, and. in obedience' to a destiny
which he was powerless to oontrol." 2
'.'
.
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-133 In the end magic is suppressed by religion and eventually comes under
the ban of the priesthood as a black art •. So at a late period in the development of huraan thought 've find a distinction· drmni between religion .and
superstition, magic being classed as a ~uperstition.
.
"But tlhen,· sti 11 later , the concept ion of the element cl. force~ as
personal agents is giving 'limy to the recognition of natural la11; then
magic, based as it implicitly is on the idea of a necessary and invariable
sequence of cause and effect, independent o;fpersonaL.will, reappears ..
from the obscurity and discredit intollhich it had fallen, and by in-'
vesticating the causal sequenc.es in nature t directly prepares the way for
science. Alchemy leads up to chemistry. ,,1

(5) Finally ]Irazer rounds off his account of magic by showing the
part it has played in t~ ):li.story of political development. ~lagic is
practised in primitive societies not only by private individuals for their
mm private purposes but also by public functionaries on behalf of the
T'1hole community and these men are ab.le to gain g'".ceat .weal th and repute
and may acquire rank and authority by their ritual functions.· Moreover
the profession of public magiCian selects the ablest, mOfJt ambitious, and
most un.scrupulous, men in society since it sets a premium on knavish
imposture •. That 'public magj.c' is often a road to political influence
and so.cial prestige and private affluence l!'razer shoVls by many actual.examples
from Australia, New Guinea, rvrelanesia, and Africa, and he justly concludes
that:
"in point of fact magicians appear to have often. developed into chiefs and
Idngs. Not· that magic is the only or perhCll)S even the main road by v1hich
L~el1 have travelled to a throne ."2 .
In this progress from magJ.cJ.an to king the fear inspired by ritual
p01ver is backed by the wealth the magician is able to amass in the exercise
of his profession. The profession of magician appears to be the earliest
professional class in human society and the first sign of social differentiation.Frazer then brings his thesis of political development into
connexion ili th his theory of the chronological sequence of rJagic to religion.
For he believes that the evolution of the magician-chief goes hand in hand
with the breakdm1n of magic and the birth of religion. Hence the magician
as he gains political supremacy tends at the same time to. emerge as the
priest.
"Hence the king. starting as a magJ.cJ.an, tends gradua 11y to exch ange
the practice of magic for the priestly functions of prayer and sacrifice.
And while the distinction between the human and the divine is .still
imperfectly.drawn, it is often imagined that men may themselves attain to
godhead not merely after their death, but in their life time, through the
temporary or perm!3-nent possession of their 'vhole ne ture bya great and
powerful spirit." 3
tlhile Tylor traced the changes which have taken place in the form
and functions of magic, religion, and science, through the .ages and kept
his conception of their gror,'lth and dec'ay vlithil1 the limits set by knot-lledge
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-134 derived from history and a comparative study of cultures, Frazertraced
the progressofhw1an thought through stratified grades of unilinear development, each grade representing a stepori.whichmankind has everywhere
rested awhile on his path of upward progress •. Ue may therefore present
l!'razer' s ~cheme diagrae:lIIlat ically to compare it l'/'i th the diagram~tic
presentation which we have dra-~m to demonstra1;;e Tylor'sviewpoint.

SCIENCE

HIGHER
CULTURES

RELIGION
MAGIC

LOJER
CULTURES

Having summarised the theories of Tylor and Frazer I shall nOl'1 try
to sort them out and class them as hypotheses capable of inductive proof
and in accordance with present knouledge, hypotheses 1'lhich cannot be
proved ind.uctively but which have heuristic value, and hypotheses 'l'lhich
are useless either because they are contrary to ascertained facts or being
beyond proof or disproof by inductive enquiry lack also even heuristic
value. Into the last class come Fr-azer's theories about the affective
and ideational similarity between magic and science, about the development
of thought through stages of magic, religion, and science, and the greater
part of his analysis of magical symbolism.
Tylor and Frazer were both dominated by the evolutionary ideas of
their time and tended to see different types of behaviour as representatives
of historic" stages • Frazer especially arranged his types in a temporal
sequence vrhich llas hardly justified by his methods of investigation. He
could have shown the historical development of magic and science, as
Thorndike, for inst ance, has done, in a definite culture of t'1hich we have
historical knowledge, or he could have carefully defined cultural types
on a consensus of cultural traits and demonstrated the correlation between
these types and modes of thought. He used neither of these methods with
the result that his theory of evolutionary progress of mankind through stages
of magic, religion, and science, has earned Harett' s title of a. platonic
myth and i t ispos si ble that Frazer would have been' content ,'1i th this
description and regarded his scheme as a convenient framevfOrk on~fhich to
weave his vasta.osortment of facts. There is nothing in Frazer's arguments
which proves a chronological priority for magic over religion and empirical
knol'11edge. Frazer's argument that the Australians, ~"ho have the simplest
material culture we know, show much magical and little religious behav:i.cur
falls to the ground on the impact of critical analysis. It has been pointed
out that other, peoples who may be considered as low in the cultural scale
as the Australians, have little magic.;, that the Australians cannot be
taken as a cultural unit since they differ vlidely among themselves; and
that moreover many Australian tribes have, pronounced animistic beliefs and
cults. Frazer's plea that animals make mental associations bet1'leen
phenomena and that this is illso the ess$nce of magical beli~fs is a very
remote and superficial analogy. Magic is a system of ritual techniques and
not simple mental associations between phenomena. Noreover t.his ,evolutionary
,theory suffers from the same drawback as others of its kind, namely that

- 135it is quite beyond proof or disproof. If anyone had been present uhen men
performed their firstr'ites he might have recorded their nature and vie
could then have classifiliid them as religion or magic according to our
sev$ral formulae. Frazer's. theory of how mankind changed from a magical·
to a religious view of the univliirse is hardly presented as a serious thesis
and is not tr.eated as one here.
Nevertheless the priority in time of magic over religion, though it
cannot be inductively proved might l:ave been :leductively concluded if
Frazer had made an exhaustive sur/ey of the facts by the method of correlation such as was employed by Tylor, Steinmetz, Cllld Hobhouse, Ginsberg and
Hheeler. It might be possible to Sllovl that magic is spe9ially prominent
in those societies with a low technological equipment and lmdeveloped
.
poli tical organisation and that ,il."en we exanine types of society uith more
efficient technology and more complex social organisation l'/e find a greater
absence of magical rites and a greater number of religious ones and
that finally I'Ie reach societies of greatest technical efficiency and most
complex social life in l.,hich magic is almost absent and religion less
prominent than in the second type loThile behav iour and thought are becoming
more and more exclusively empirical.
An analysis of the kind suggested here, particularly of the correlation of magical and empirical thought llith forms of social behaviour i'l'ould
be ,1ell north the labour that it woulcl cost. There can be no doubt that
magic as a dominant forrn of social behaviol~ is restricted to savage and
barbarous peoples. This does not mean that all uncivilised societies are
magic-ridden nor does it lilean that magic is totally unlmo'm. in civilised
communi ties. 1 Hhat it means is tha t if vie trace. the changes which have .
taken place in those civilisations for 'ihich vie possessuritten history
vIe shall find that there is a Sl011 and cumulative increase in empirical
lmol'lledge and a slowly diminishing body· of magj.cal knmlledge and that also
if \le compare societies vrithout the art of Hri ting and Hithout advanced
technology with those that possess the art· of lvri ting and are technologically
advanced 'Te shall find that on the v{hole the technique of magic is less
prominwt a mode of behaviour in the latter than in the former. '.le may
say therefore that magic is a technique characteristic of simple societies
and tends to disappear with the advancement of civil:i,.sation, a point of
view advanced by Tylor and strikingly developed by Levy-Bruhl in the .
provoking contrast he makes behleen Primitive Mentality and Civilised
r:lental i ty.
If we mean by science an elaborate system of knowledge, the result
of experimentation in the hands of specialists, such as
,'le think of when we speak about science today, there is little difficulty
in aSSigning to it an historical stage in the development of human thought.
But if we mean any correct kno't'lledge of natural processes and acquaintance
lFrith technological methods then it is clearly improper to place science at
one end and magic at t}~ other end of a series of developmental stages, as
Frazer has done, since it is evident that no peoples could possibly have
lived in a state of culture sufficient to engage in ritual unless they first
had sufficient technological knowledge to master their enviro'nment. You
cannot have agricultural or hunting magic unless you have agriculture and
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-136 hunting. Noreover, t~1e most primitive societies of today are always found
to be equipped vd th a so~d knowledge of nattU'e. The difference between
scientific knowledge used in the first sense and scientific lmowledge used
in the second sense is one of degree but it may be generally stated that
the first usage means that you understanQ that certain things do happen
invariably and that the second usage means that you understand hm'/' and
why they happen. In tlle first case you ImO'l'l that i f you plant maize seeds
in a certain type of 'ground at a certain time of the year maize >'I'ill grow.
In the second case yO~lmOVT vThy the seeds grOTJT at all, 'l'1hy they grOl'/' in
one soil and not in,a.nother, and why they grO'l'l at one time of the year an(l
not at another. But even here there are many degrees of knowledge and the
empirical shades into the scientific.
It is never clear w'hat Frazer means by science for he uses the uord
in one sense n01:1)' in another but on the vThole he seems to mean the
conscious striving after knowledge, the systems of criticism and controls,
and the use of logic and experiment, v1hich the ~'ford implies in ordinary . ,
usa~- today.
Used in this sense the analogy which he draw's between science
and magic is unintelligible. He says that science and magic both. visualize
a uniform nature subject to invariable la,'/'s and that the scientist and the
magician have a like psychdlogical approach to nature. It is clear from
accounts of savages that they have no conception of nature as a system
organized by la"rs and in any case the utilisation of magic to influence the
course of nature is surely in direct opposition to the scientist's conception of the universe. You cannot both believe in natural law and that
you can delay the sun by placing a stone in the fork of a tree. If there
are ar.y regular i ties and uniformi ti es . of thought they are in the '\'/'orkings
of magic and not of nature. But the whole discussion seems rather pointless for you have to be a scientist to note regularities and uniformities
and organise them into a conscious theory of the universe. Indeed Frazer
himself speaks of the magical vie", of the universe subject to law and
expressing uniformity as implicit and not explicit and it is difficult to
see any sense in theoretical magic 'l'lhich :is not explicit. All it can
Lleanis that if ,'/'e used magic in the same ";lay as the savage uses it v1e .
lTould have a 'theory that the world was sufficiently regular in its "lorking
for us to rely on magic to control it since it may be expected always to
react in the same manner to the performance of the same spell or rite.
Ue should generalise our experiences in this manner because we are scientifically orientated but since we are scientifically orientated we shOUld at
once perceive the fallacy of magic. llith regard to the supposition that
the man 0:1:' science and the man of magic both approach their task with
quiet confidence and masterful assurance and that their psycholog'J contrasts
wi th the nervous apprehension and huinility of the man of religion it can
only be said that Frazer produces no facts in support of his contention.
no~'/'

The apparent futi li ty of Frazer' s analogy between science and magic
is due to the fact that he sees both as modes of thinking and not as. learnt
modes Of technical behaviour ,d..th concomitant speech fonns. If he had
compared a magical rite in its entirety with a scientific performance in
its' entirety instead of comparing uhat he supposes to go on in the brain
of a magician with what he supposes to go on in tile brain of a scientist
he would have seen the eSsential difference bet11een science and magic.
This difference is most strikingly sho,'fn in the experimental standpoint
on the t,'/'O modes of behaviour. Science experimep. ts and is open to experience and ready to make adjustments in its notiolw of reality whereas
magic is relatively non.;.experimental and the magician is iW-pervious to
experience, as science understands the term, since he employs no methods
of testing or control. If moreover Frazer had not brought the scientific

-1'57 specialist on to the scene in order to compare him with the .:oagical spec~alist
but had compared magical knm-lledge and behaviour vIi th scientific knowl~d~e
and behaviour, that is to say had compared those forms of knowledge which'
accord with objective reality 1-nth those which distort objective reality
and those forms of behaviour 1-Thich achieve their purpose t'lith those forms
of behaviour which are only believed to achieve their purpose, and had
compared them as types of thought and behaviour in the same cultural conditions instead of in totally different cultural conditions, his investigations would have been of greater value. ~emight have compared empirical
behaviour with magical behaviour among the savages of Australia and observed
their interaction, their social inter-relations, and their concomitant
.
psychological states, witn some chance of reaching valid conclusions about
the differences which exist between them. , L~vy~B~l who took an exactly
0pposUlsl..point oifi view, holding that magical thought and scientific
thought stand to each other as bla.ck to white ,made the same mistake of
comparing our science with savage magic instead of comparing savage
empiricism with savage magic.
'
Besides suffering from the influence of current psychological and
evolutionary theories Frazer's 'e~ositionalso suffered from current methodological deficiencies. He used w'hat is knotmas, the comparative method
and this does not mean the conviction that any s'cientific generalisation
must rest on a comparative study of 'similar phenomena, a conviction common
to all men of science and an essential part of their methodology, but a
particular way of comparing phenomena which was extensively used by all
anthropological writers at the end of the last century. It consisted in
selecting from a ,vast mass of data, ,uneven and often poor in quality,
whatever pheriomena appeared to belong to the'sa~e type.' This proved to
,be a very dci.ngerous proceeding because the selection of facts viaS made
on the grounds of similarity between ppenomena in virtue of a single common
quali ty. The qualities which were different in each instance t1'ere neglected.
This is a perfectly sound method of scient:ific analysis so long as conclusions are restricted to the particular quali~J abstracted and it is not
then assumed that because phenomena are alike in respect to this single
quality that they are alike in other respects 1/'/h:lch have not been subject
to cr:ltical comparative analysis. In a study of' social facts the procedUre
is all the more hazardous for these are defined by their inter';'relations
and if they are abstracted from, tJ,leir flocial milieu it is essential to
realise that they are only comparable in a linited nUlnber of res~J9ctsand
not as complete social facts. ,By use of the comparative method Frazer was
successful in demonstrating that the ideology of magic rests upon-fundamental
lavl'S of thought for it is possible to isolate the ideologicala'3sociations
of a vast number of magical rites and to compare them simply as examples
of evident notions which are. the raw material of all human thought. But
when Frazer then proceeds to 'find' a Similarity between magic 'and science
merely because the scientist and tlle magician use the processes of all
thought building, sensation, abstra~tion, and comparison, the procedure
is clearly inadmissible because it does not follow' from the fact that both
magic and science display in their ideologies the most elementary processes
of thought that there is any real similarity bet1l1een scientific and magical
techniques and systems of thought. This ]ars pro toto fallacy is again
shol'Tnin Frazer's argument that because magic and science both disregard
spiritual beings they are similar in virtue of this absent association.
This is equivalent to saying that x is not y and z is not y and tha·t therefore x and z are' the same. ,I conclude therefore that Frazer's theories
of the similarity bet,.reen magic
science and of their historic stages'
are unsupported by either sound evidence or logic and that they have little
heuristic value. Indeed they are formulated in such a manner that it is
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-138 difficult to present them in a scientific form at all and consequently they
impede rather than assist us in our quest •. It. ~i useless to attempt to
solve the queries which Frazer raises. \le have to .formulate the problems
anew if we are to conduct a scientific enquiry.. .
.
Of what value is the \'1hole Tylor-Frazer conceptiqn of magic as a
mistaken association of ideas? Here we may distinguish between two
proposi tions:·

.'
(1). in the )'lords and actions 6f magic ,re can discern the operation
of certain elemen'j;;ary laws of thoUght. The associations which link the
rite and its objective are so simple that they are evident to us who -are
far removed from the cultures' d.~ which magic flourishes. They are found
to rest ,on pe4;'ception afposition and perception of similarities.

(2) These. associations are to us no more than memory images o·f
qualities of things which ha:ve a:n ideal relationship in our minds but the
savage mistakes these ideal relations for real relations in the \"10rld
around him. \J,e and savages both think in the same way insofar as perception·and comparison of Clensations are conce,med' but the savage then
leaves us behind and goes a step further by believing that because two
things are as!3o~iated togetlier in his memorY image that they are objectively
associated •• He ~lievesthat because things are like each other they uill
act on each other since they are,.bound by an invisible link.
vIe can accept the fi:rst·proposi tion 11i thout hesi ta tion. It tms
clearly enunciated by Tylor and abundantly illustrated by Frazer. \le can
adopt the terminology of the Golden Bough and speak of Homoeopathic Eagie
and Contagious r·1agic. But it is surprising that Frazer made no deeper
analysis, for to tell us that magical thought rests on percept ion of position and similarities is not to tell us much since these are the elementary
pr()cesses of all thought and it follol'ls from the fact that magic is man-made.
1l,. mo~e comprehensive analysis could be made by listing the particular
quali ties of objects which are associated in the ideology of magic. For
example in. the instan~eof' the gold-jaundice association it is the quality
of colour. The mental assqciations embodied in magic can thus be resolved
into even simpler elements than Frazer"s laws of similarity and contagion;
they can be resolved into the simplest of conscious sensations and the
notio.n8 and memory images resnl ting from them. It can be shown upon which
abstra.ctions magic ii3 ~)Uilt up, whether 0:( signt, hearing, odour, taste,
or touch. :Then a stone figures. in magic l'lhichof its qualities is abstraqted in the magical association, its si~e, its colour, its roughness,
i ts t~mperature, or it!3 weight? . ~lagical asspciations can likewise be
re.solved into elenlentary notions of the dimensions of sensations,posi tion
in. space, position in time; dimensions of size, and soon. He might also
have shmm us how in a coniplicat~d cl te ;isingle part of a process . is select,edto stand for the whole, as Thlirnwaldhas done. A third, but difficult,
t~sk .would be toshol'1 whether it :tigures in a number of cultural situations;
sometimes evenbeing given a permanence and inevitability by language.
Are gold and jaundice aseoci,ated together only in the magical situation
of therapeutic. treatment pr have th~y anassoc:iat :i.on outside this situation
in the minds o.f Greek peasants? All example of association fi:JI:ed by language
is, elephantiasis for \'1hen we speak of the disease' we inevitably mention
this aniJnal. The Azande of the Nile-UeL!-eDivide make the same comparison
and th~ a.ssociation is embodied in the'l'Tord' and is therefore not restricted
to situations in which elephant's foot is used to cure elephantiasis. vie
have to enquire also whet11er the abstraction of a q,uali ty in magical'
a!3sociations.is.alwl'Lysa culturally indicated perception, e.g. in colour
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The second proposition is most misleading ffild is illustrative of
one of those perilous leaps backwards and forllmrds in the dark from
observable social behaviour to individualpsycholog,ical processes which
di~tinguish anthropological gymnastics.
Frazer' s argument runs as follo~lS:
to the Greek peasant jaundice and gold are of the same colour and since
things vJhich are alike react on one another gold if used according to
certain rules 1'Jill cure jaundice. I would prefer to state the proposition
as follollTS: gold and jaundice produce the same sensations of colour and
this similarity is culturally indicated by thoir association in magical
behaviour. It is the middle expression in Frazer's thesis to \'lhich objection is taken. In his account he frequently informs us that in savage
minds like produces like and that cOlltiguous things remain in contact \'1hen
their contiguity ceases to be objective and remains, as we ,,,ould say,
only a memory image. ile are told that "the magician infers that he can
produce any effect he desires merely by imitating it" and that "homoeopathic
magic makes the mistake of assuming that 1;hings uhich resemble each other
are the same."
-.le may first note in criticism of this point of view that it is
always uncertain what Frazer means by his statements because the inferences
he refers to are only "implicitly believed" or "tacitly assumed". But
beliefs and assumptions are judgments, they are conscious processes in
uhich the middle term behreen two associated images is known to the
thinker. Apart from this terminolc;gical haze which hangs ovei: the \Thole
discussion and which alone serves to obscure all issues there is a hopeless
jumble of psychological and sociological problems in which psychological
concepts are Used where they are quite irrelevant. We must keep our problems distinct if .-re are to find our way through this labyrinth of vague
generalisations. Sensations and abstractions and simple comparison of abstractions are psychological processes common to all mankind and in a
sociological study of magic they do not concern us e,s psychological facts.
TTe are also not concerned '\iTith the question why magical associations embody
notions of position and resemblance. It is inconceivable that they should
not. The problem which concerns us is related to the social value or
social indication which is given to objects and qualities. This value
may be empirical, that is to say it may attribute to a thing, and utilise,
the qualities Which it really possesses. For example, a stone is considered
to be hard and is therefore used as a tool.' Or the value may be mystical,
that is to say it may attribute to a thing qualities w'hich it does not
possess and 1I1hich are not subject to sensory impressions. For example a
stone r:l<lY be used in magical rites or be considered the dwelling place of
a spirit. 'rhe perception of similar colouring in gold and jaundice is a
psychological fact which requires a psychological explanation. The
embodiment of this perception in a social technique is a sociological fact
and requires a sociological explanation. It is not our business to explain the sensations 'l'Thichthe physical qualities of an object produce in
men but it is our task to explain the social qualities with which men
invest the object. The tendency of Tylor and Frazer to explain social
facts in terms of individual psychology have been justly criticised by
Durkheim and his school. Either this means that a pattern of thought can
be explained in terms of psycho-physical functioning of an individual's
brain which appears to be absurd if only 'because the pattern existed before
the individual was born and he inherited it as part of his social heritage,
even 1I1hen it involves sensations which have to be individually experienced,
or it means that a pattern of thought can be explained by an individual's
mental content which is, of course, no explanation at all.
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passing images are creations of social usage, of language, of technology,
of magic, and so on. This is '\'rhy in experiments on association there is
really so little free association and why the responses evoked in so many
subjects are so' often of the same' type. One is .not surprised that a
Greek peasant can see a. resemblance betw'een the colour of,juld and the colour
of jaundice but the problem is why he should associate .these tvl0 things
together in magical performances vlhen he does not associat~ them together
in other situations and why he associates these particular things and not
other things which have the same . qualities of colour. It,would never
occur to us to associate' gold and jaundice together so why should the
Greek peasant associate them together? The answer can hardly be avoided
that he associates them together in certain situations because he learns
to do so vlhen he learns to speak and behave as other members of his society
learn to spea.k and behave. But one presmnes that the Greek peasant does
not alvTays make this association and that it is possible for him to think
of and use gold \ri thout thinking of jaundice and even that he can think
of jaundice ~'lithout associating it with' gold. It is also pertinent to ask
why he should associate gold and not something else trith jaundice, and in
posing this question a whole range of problems present themselves. We .
ask 'l'lhether there are other things lihich in their culture fulfil the conditions of COlour and adaptibility to the requirements of magical usagg;
we ask uhat is the social value given to gold in other situat ions, vIe as1<
vlhether there is evidence of the aSSOCiation, in the situation of jaundice,
having been borrowed as a single trait from neighbouring peoples, and we
may ask many other questions.
The point I wish to emphasize is that these associations are situational associations. They derive their SOCiological significance because
they are social facts and not becalme they are psychological facts. It is
the social situation which' gives them meaning, which even gives them the
possibilities of expression. Nagic and gold come ·int ocul tural associations
in the life of an individual because they are linked together by a magical
rite. 1lle mUst not say that a Greek peasant sees that gold and jatUldice
have the same colour and that therefore he can use' 'I;he one to cure the
other. Rather vte must say that because gold is used to cure jaundice
colour associations between them become established in the mind of a
Greek peasant. It may even be asked to vThat extent the resemblance
between their colours is consciously formulated by the performer of the
rite, to what extent he is aware of the colour linl:: in the aSSOCiation of
gold and jaundice.
No savage believes that everything v1hich has the same size, or
colour, or weight, or temperature, or sound, etc., are in mystical connection arid can be used to operate on one another,,· If primitive man
really mistook an ideal connection for a real o~ and confused subjective
vTi th objective experiences his lifewolild be chaos. He could not exist.
It is a psychological absurdity. iihy then do sav~ges only sometimes
make these associations beti'Teen phenomena and not always make. them? 1;fuy
do ~ peoples make them and others on the. same cultural level, not make
them? Knowledge of the CUltural si tuat ion in tihich the association is
made will alone answer these questions. The association '1'1'111 be found to
be not a general one but a particular one which is specific in a certain
situation. stones and sun are not linked in a general association but
only in the speCial si tu.ation in which a stone' is placed in the fork of a
tree to keep the sun from sinldng. The association comes . into being by
the performance of a rite. There is ny mystic:a,l relation betwoensun and
stones but man endm1s a particular stone vri tl:l a ritual quality by using it
in a rite and for the duration of the :dte. ~lhen a savage throvls water
into the air he does not imagine that by doing so he produces rain. He
onlv thinks this when he throws vlater into the air during the performance
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of .a rite to produce rain. Hence there is ·no mistaken association of
id~as.
'rhe association betw2en a certain Ciuality in one thing and the
same quality in another thing is a correct and universal association.
It does· not violate the .1aVTS of logic for it is a psychological process
~ltogether outside their sphere. It ,'lould certainly be a mistake were .
the savage to 11o1d that because things are alike they .can, in virtue of
their likeness alo~e, act on one another at a distance or that by merely ...
imitating an act he can produce it. But here again the savage makes no
suoh mistake. He believes that certain rites can produce certain results
and the mimetic or homoeopathic. elements in the rite are the manner in which
the purpose of the rite is expressed. It is the rite· itself, the perfor~
mance of standardised movements and the utte~lng of standardised words and
the other sterotyped conditions of ritual, which achieves the result.
The savage does not say "Whatever I imitate will happen so that if I thrO\,l
water into the air rain vTill fall". vlhat he says is IIThere is no rain at
this season of the year when there ought to be rain and if we get the rainmaker to perform a rite rain vlill fall and our crops 1'1ill be saved".
\lhy rites so often take a mimetic form is a psychological problem which we
shall not discuss here. Harett has put fonrard a brilliant hypothesis
but it is possible to advance other theories.~!e rr,ust therefore make the
objection with Freud "dass die Assoziationstheorie deI' fiIagie bloss die ~jege
aufklart, welche die Uagic gehtt aber nicht deren eigentliches lTesen,
tlfunlich nicht das J-iissverstandnis, \'1elches sie psychologische Gesetze
an die Stelle naturlicher setzen heisst".l
If I have criticised Frazer severely I render homage to his ooholarship. The Golden Bough is an essential sou:r.'oe-book for all students of
human thought and the faithful way in l'1hich he has treated his authorities
is an assurance that we drink at an undiluted stream. His writings have
abmys been, and no less today than in the past, a stimulus to those ,fOrking
in the same field and every criticism is a tribute. But w'e can go farther
than making these ackno"rledgments - TIe must take over from Tylor and Frazer
many sound ideas and use them in the foundations of any theory of magic
which is to stand the test of criticism and research. As we are, as it
i"1ere, taking these ideas al..ay with us, they may be listed as briefly as
possible since in future Olri tings they will be utilised, ;'1hile those ideas
which ~le believe to be erroneous and to l'1hich "re have devoted lengthy
cri ticism are being jettisoned once and for all.
(1) Tylor's exposition of the variations of magic as a form of
social behaviour uith variations in cultural development.

(2) Tylor's brilliant analysis 0 f the mechanisms l'1hich compel and
maintain faith in magic among savage and barbarous peoples.

(3) Frazer's observation, cautiously stated, of the oft found
identity of the public magician with the political chief.
(4) The division of ritual into religion and magic on the formal
basis of presence or absence of belief in spirits with attendant cult, put
forward by Tylor and adopted by Frazer, is an acceptable tenJinological
device. So much time and labour has been expended in a futile endeavour
to define the respective spheres o~ magic and religion in the abstract
. that :i,t is necessary to state that sociology studies' social· behaviour and
distinguishes between one type :>f behaviour, and a:p.other and \vhether a
particular type of behaviour is labelled with one term or wi th another
• term is of minor interest.-,ihat isot importance is that all students
in the same field should use key terms like.. magic . arid religion with the same
-meaning .. Ma.gic andre-ligion.are- clearly what we define them

1.

Totem und Tabu, p. 111
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them to be in terms of behaviour. lIe do not "!allt a discussion about the
relation of abstractions to one another in a cultural vacuum but we w'ant
a discussion about the relations between magical behaviour and. religious
behaviour in specific cultures. Tylor and Frazer defined religion much
more clearly tha~ they defined magic and their division has, been accepted
by ,many scholars and may be: used as a convenient starting 'point for more
intensive re.search.
.'

(5)

Frazer's diviSion of magic into "homoeopathic" and llcontagious ll
likeWise is a step in advance of Tylor's ana.lysis and serves' as a basis
for still' further analysis of the sy~bolism of magic •

. EoE. Evans··Pritchard.

1.' 'ro mention only one:

1:1. H.· H,. Rivers, Medicine, Nagicand Religion,
Kegan Paul,1927, p. 4 and passim. This writer does not consider,
how'ever, that primitive peoples have the '.' concept of the natural It and
therefore not of the supernatural.

